Semantic models have s h o wn the utility of arbitrary user-de ned relationships for de ning the semantics of database information, while objectoriented models have d e v eloped a strong paradigm for the expression of individual database entities. The SORAC project merges the strengths of these two m o d e l s b y extending the object-oriented model through the addition of active s e m a n tic relationships. These active relationships express and enforce the constraints imposed on an object by the participation of the object in some group of related objects. The SORAC system is supported by the data de nition language OIL (Object Interaction Language), which automatically maps schema speci cations to a database implementation supported by the ONTOS Object Database Management System. By providing an automatic mapping from the semantic data model to the object-oriented database, the SORAC system provides a consistent semantic and structural view of the data.
Introduction
The meaning of information stored in a database is expressed in the semantics of the data objects as well as the relationships between those objects. Current applications require tools for modeling both complex objects and complex inter-object relationships. The development o f s e m a n tic data models 1, 2] has shown the utility of relationships for capturing the semantics of the interaction between database objects. Semantic models have, however, been viewed as design tools and not implementation tools, resulting in an imperfect correspondence between database design and the realized database. Object-oriented Work done while attending the University of Rhode Island y Partially supported by URI Proposal Development Grant #537116, and NUWC I P A #535373, Navel Underwater Warfare Center, Newport, RI data models 3, 4 ] are based on a strong, well-de ned paradigm for the denition and implementation of complex objects. Object-oriented models lack support for complex and arbitrary relationships, since support for relationships is restricted to a small number of well-de ned relationships, such as inheritance and composition.
The SORAC project (Semantic Objects, Relationships and Constraints) combines the two models by enhancing the object-oriented model with relationship semantics through which o b j e c t i n teraction is expressed and implemented. The SORAC system provides a data de nition language called OIL (Object Interaction Language) which supports the semantics of arbitrary objects and active relationships. The database schema de ned in OIL is automatically translated into a pure object-oriented model, speci cally the C++ based model provided by the Ontos object database management system 5, 6 ].
Relationships as Semantic Constructs
Although the importance of the relationships between objects is recognized in object-oriented analysis and design 7, 4] , few object-oriented systems directly support the implementation of the relationships. In most object-oriented systems, the implementation of the relationships is buried in the implementation of the participating objects. This design limits the exibility of the relationship, violates the principle of encapsulation 8], and reduces the relationship to a second-class construct 9]. Rumbaugh 9] points out that the primary reason that object-oriented programming has become important i s t h a t i t p r o vides a way of thinking about the decomposition of a problem. Since the programming language directly supports the constituent constructs of the problem, the programmer can operate in the same paradigm for both design and implementation. However, since relationships are not directly expressible, this strength of the object-oriented paradigm is severely limited in domains where the relationships between objects are of prime importance.
This mismatch in the paradigms used in the design and implementation phases of a system also causes a problem in assessing the correctness of an implementation. If there is a not a direct correlation between the constructs used to specify the requirements of the system and the constructs presented to users of the system, verifying that the system correctly implements the design cannot be assured except by ad hoc techniques.
In addition to the practical bene ts of providing constructs for the implementation of relationships, it is often required that queries be performed over the relationships between objects. If the relationships are buried in the implementation of the participating objects, querying over relationships can be di cult, if not impossible. For this reason it is important that relationships be implemented as rst-class constructs.
In semantic data models, integrity constraints describe the restrictions placed on an object as a result of the relationships in which that object participates. To implement the database, constraints must be translated to enforcement rules which de ne how the constraints will be maintained. Since these constraints are properties of the relationships between objects, the enforcement rules should be implemented as part of relationship constructs. One signi cant problem with this view of constraints is that they are inherently non-local since they de ne restrictions on objects other than the one on which they are de ned. However, if the constraints and corresponding update rules are regarded as behavioral constraints, and are de ned in terms of the interaction between objects, rather than the internal state of the objects, enforcement rules can be de ned on the relationship between objects without violating the encapsulation of the objects. The propagator construct 8] illustrates how this can be done in the context of object-oriented programming languages.
Since our interest was a design to support the implementation of semantic relationships, the terminology and examples presented here re ect our view of relationships as active objects. The implementation, however, does not restrict active b e h a vior to relationship objects such behavior may be freely de ned for any database object.
SORAC { Semantic Objects, Relationships and Constraints
The SORAC project has developed a prototype database system which is designed to aid the database designer in ensuring the correctness of a database schema through the analysis of relationship constraints. The system provides the designer with the ability to select from built-in relationships and to de ne new arbitrary relationships. A formalism for analyzing the global semantics of the constraints is given in 10] and will be used to develop a schema checking system. Two separate design systems have b e e n d e v eloped. The rst is used to support the design of architectural databases, as a new generation of the ArchObjects system 11, 12] . The second supports a graphical user interface for the design and speci cation of abstract relationships 13]. This paper describes the SORAC system, the schema de nition language OIL (Object Interaction Language), and the implementation of the generated database using the Ontos object database management system 14]. Section 2 describes the SORAC data model and how it supports relationships and active semantics. Section 3 gives an overview of the OIL language and section 4 describes the implementation of the system. The nal section evaluates the current status of the SORAC system and describes work in progress as well as some unresolved questions.
2 The SORAC D a t a M o d e l
Design Considerations
The following criteria in uenced the design of the SORAC data model.
Relationships are available as modeling constructs and are implemented by corresponding objects in the database. Objects need not be designed with prior knowledge of the relationships in which they may participate. The implementation of constraints should not violate object encapsulation. Enforcement rules must be explicitly supported by the data de nition language. The semantics of common application-oriented relationships and unique user-de ned relationships must be equally supported. The rst three criteria imply that assertions and enforcement rules are often properties of the relationships among objects and not necessarily properties of the objects themselves. From this it follows that assertions, enforcement r u l e s and the events which trigger them are not local to the a ected objects. To support such non-local behavior, the SORAC data model provides monitors which implement the active b e h a vior of relationships. Monitors operate by reacting to the messages received by the related objects and thus conform to object-oriented encapsulation.
The last two requirements are included to support user-de ned abstract relationships. Since the SORAC system is intended to support a diverse range of applications, it is insu cient to supply a set of system-de ned relationships from which the database designer must choose.
An Example Schema
Figures 1 { 3 illustrate how the SORAC data model supports objects and relationships. Consider the relationship between a supervisor and her subordinate. The semantics of the relationship are de ned by the following constraint:
The salary of a subordinate must be no more than the salary of his or her supervisor. Figure 1 . Here the supervisor and subordinate objects directly reference each other, and there is no distinct object representing the relationship. Consequently, there is no mechanism to enforce the inverse nature of the relationship, and no obvious place to de ne the enforcement rules required to implement the salary constraint. Since a modication to either salary could cause a violation of the constraint, enforcement rules to maintain the constraint m ust be placed in the setSalary method of both objects. Any c hanges in the de nition of the constraint w ould require changes to both objects.
The same relationship can be modeled by adding active b e h a vior as shown in Figure 2 . Here the enforcement rule for the salary is implemented as a monitor on the supervisor object (it could be implemented equally well as a monitor on the subordinate object). The monitor is de ned to be triggered by the reception of a setSalary message by either the supervisor or the subordinate. Although this implementation properly encapsulates the enforcement rule, there is still no mechanism for enforcing the inverse nature of the relationship. Other authors have p o i n ted out similar problems with the distribution of relationship semantics among the related objects 15]. Figure 3 de nes the relationship between a supervisor and subordinate as a separate active relationship. The WorksFor relationship maintains the inverse nature of the relationship by encapsulating the references to the participants in the relationship object. The monitor enforcing the relationship constraint is naturally placed on the relationship. Note that this monitor is virtually the same as the monitor in the previous example, but its implementation n o w adheres to the semantics of the relationship.
SORAC Objects
As illustrated by the previous example, the separation of the internal and external aspects of an object's behavior enhances object-oriented design by allowing the data storage considerations of an object to be designed without considering the additional constraints imposed by the relationships in which the object may participate. Thus, it is not necessary to redesign an object in order to create an object whose behavior is constrained by participation in a relationship. Rather, the active relationship enforces the constraints externally, b y monitoring and restricting the behavior of the object. As such, the interaction of objects is similar to the group behavior of the members of a society. Although a member of a society m a y be capable of a wide range of behaviors as an individual, the allowed social behaviors are restricted by social relationships.
A S O R A C object is composed of the following optional components: State { The object's private implementation, which m a y be a complex object de nition or simply a list of attributes. Methods { The ways in which an object will respond to the messages it receives. Participant s { A l i s t o f t h e o t h e r o b j e c t s w h i c h are known by an object. Monitors { The means by w h i c h an object monitors the activities of participants to enforce assertions and enforcement rules.
It is the addition of a list of participants and associated monitors which distinguishs a relationship object from a data object, by de ning the relationship object's ability t o b e i n teractive. There are no distinctions made between relationship and data objects, and the de nition of participants and monitors is unrestricted. This design allows relationships to be queried and manipulated as rst-class objects. A relationship object monitors the messages received by the participating objects and takes appropriate actions to maintain the integrity of the relationship. A relationship object can enforce an assertion on a participating object by causing it to reject a message which w ould violate the assertion. Active semantics are maintained by enforcement rules which c a u s e a relationship to propagate the e ects of a message received by a n o b j e c t t o other related objects.
The concept of an interactive object is more general than that of a relationship. It is possible to de ne the interaction between two objects directly in the public interface of the objects (as illustrated by Figure 2 ). However, since the application domain addressed by the SORAC project is database modeling, only the use of interactive objects to explicitly express relationships will be discussed here.
Monitors { Implementing Interobject Constraints
The semantics of relationships are implemented through the use of monitors. A monitor gives an object the ability to react to messages received by r e l a t e d objects and to take appropriate actions to maintain the integrity of the relationship. The monitor construct is derived from the propagator 8], which implements encapsulated constraints in an object-oriented language (Procol). A propagator implements a constraint b y specifying an action to be taken in response to a message received by some object. Monitors di er from propagators in the following ways:
The triggering method of a propagator may be de ned at any arbitrary object. The triggering methods of monitors are limited to the objects that are listed as participants in the relationship which de nes the monitor. In this way, the possible e ects of a monitor are better de ned than those of a propagator, making the analysis of the global semantics de ned by the relationships more tractable. To more naturally express the semantics of constraints (as de ned below) monitors add a boolean guard condition to be checked before any action is taken in response to a triggering method propagators have n o s u c h feature.
Monitors can utilize the native O n tos transaction control to undo the e ects of operations which violate constraints for which no corrective action is speci ed. Propagators can only attempt to correct violations, not undo them. For the purpose of schema checking and validation, assertions and enforcement rules are de ned in terms of operations on objects. The following formalism is described in 16]. The rst rule states that an operation of type OP on an object of type OT which participates in the relationship R should be rejected unless condition C is true. An assertion is therefore a declaration that the condition C must remain true. The second rule de nes the conditional propagation of an operation across a relationship. It states that if an operation of type OP is performed on an object of type OT and condition C is true, then operation OP2 should be performed on all objects of type OT2 which participate in the same relationship R as object O.
The monitor construct generalizes these de nitions by replacing operations with message reception, and by a l l o wing arbitrary behavior in place of the enforcement rule operation OP2. It is left to the schema designer, or the design interface to determine if the enforcement rule conforms to the above de nition.
A monitor is triggered at a relationship by the reception of a message by a participating object. The monitor may de ne an arbitrary number of assertions and enforcement rules. Assertions are de ned by stating the asserted condition as a boolean expression, and update rules are de ned by a guard condition and a procedure to be executed if the guard condition is true.
OIL { Object Interaction Language
OIL is the SORAC data de nition language. Low l e v el OIL constructs, such a s statements and expressions, are a subset of C++, while high level constructs are designed to re ect the nature of objects and relationships in the SORAC data model. A SORAC s c hema is de ned entirely as OIL object declarations. Each OIL object type de nition consists of a block o f o b j e c t c o m p o n e n ts corresponding to the state, participants, methods and monitors which de ne the SORAC data model.
Data Objects
A data object is de ned by its private implementation and the methods that de ne its public interface. An implementation o f a n Employee object is given in Figure 4 . The private part of the object is simply the attribute salary, although arbitrary C++ objects could be used to implement the state.
The syntax of a public method includes two lists of parameters, the rst parameter list de nes the inputs to the method (the contents of the message) and the second parameter list de nes the outputs of the method (the response to the message). The return value is also part of the response to the message, but is separated to allow function call syntax in the body of the object sending the message. 
Relationship Objects
Relationship objects extend data objects by the addition of monitors, that encode the constraints and enforcement rules de ned by the relationship, and a list of objects that may participate in the relationship. Relationships may also have state and methods, although the example relationship shown here does not. Figure 5 shows the de nition of a Works For relationship between two e mployees. The relationship consists of a single monitor, which will be triggered by a c hange in salary to either employee. The keyword monitor is followed by a list of triggers, which specify the actions that invoke the monitor. These actions are de ned in terms of messages which m a y be received by participants in the relationship. Each trigger is de ned by participant.message where participant is the local name for a participating object and message is the name of the message to the participating object which triggers the monitor.
The constraint that the supervisor's salary must be at least that of the subordinate is implemented as an assertion. The semantics of the monitor specify that if either the supervisor or subordinate receive a message to change their salary, and the new salary violates the assertion, then the transaction which initiated the salary change should be aborted.
The constraint can also be enforced by active semantics through the use of enforcement rules. Figure 6 shows the Works For relationship reimplemented so that a message to change the subordinate's salary that would violate the constraint is replaced by a message that will not violate the constraint. In this case, the new salary of the subordinate is simply restricted to be the same as that of his supervisor. The same assertion is still used to implement t h e i n verse constraint.
Monitors can also be used to cause the propagation of operations across a relationship. A deletion constraint m a y be used to force propagation of a deletion message across a relationship. This is illustrated in Figure 7 , where 
System Overview
The SORAC database management system (SDBMS) is implemented using the Ontos object database management system 6, 5 ] on a SUN Sparc architecture. The Ontos system accepts database schema de ned in C++, and as such provides exceptional support for the de nition of complex object types. As with most object-oriented systems, Ontos provides little support for abstract relationships between objects. Through the implementation of the monitor construct, the SDBMS adds support for user-de ned abstract relationships while maintaining the object implementation capabilities of Ontos. This design allows an object's private implementation to be arbitrarily complex, constrained only by the underlying database management system. An overview of the system is shown in Figure 8 . The system adds two extensions to the Ontos system, the OIL compiler and the SORAC class library. The OIL compiler allows the schema to be de ned using the OIL constructs described in the previous section, while the SORAC extensions of the Ontos library provide the required interactive behavior to support the constraints de ned by monitors. Ontos cplus preprocesses the source code and utilizes the native C++ compiler to compile the methods that de ne object behavior. Ontos classify processes the C++ class de nitions to generate the Ontos class objects that de ne the database schema. 
The OIL Compiler
The OIL compiler accepts SORAC object de nitions and generates C++ code which is compatible with the Ontos system and the extended class library described below. Each OIL object is translated into two C++ class de nitions, one de ning the object class, and the other de ning the object instances. In addition to supporting the semantic constructs, the use of the OIL compiler frees the schema designer from considering the generic behavior of the objects. All code to support Ontos functions, such as transaction control, as well as the generic behavior of SORAC objects is automatically inserted into the resulting SORAC s c hema.
The SORAC Class Library
The SORAC class library provides the following features:
The data de nition language is raised to a higher level of abstraction. The object type de nitions of an Ontos schema must encode the persistence and transaction related behavior of objects. Such implementation detail, which is not of interest to the schema designer is abstracted away b y the OIL language.
Objects have the ability to monitor and react to the messages received by related objects. The SDBMS adds a message passing layer and listeners to implement a c t i v e behavior. The e ects of messages which cause the violation of constraints can be undone. The native O n tos transaction control is used to remove t h e e ects of o ending messages. The SDBMS class hierarchy i s s h o wn in Figure 9 . The SORAC library extends the Ontos library by de ning subclasses of the Ontos Object class, which is the base class for all persistent objects and which p r o vides standard database behavior. All objects in a SORAC s c hema are derived from class SORAC Object through two subclasses SORAC Class and SORAC Instance. The code produced by the OIL compiler consists entirely of class de nitions of subclasses of SORAC Class and SORAC Instance.
Object { The root class for all persistent objects is provided by t h e O n tos library. It provides the default behavior for all database objects. SORAC Object { All behavior required of all SORAC objects, including message handling, monitors, constraints and relationship instantiation. 
Object Implementation
The generic implementation of all SORAC objects is shown in Figure 10 . To support the interactive nature of the non-local enforcement rules, it is necessary for an interactive object to be able to monitor the operations applied to the objects that are connected as participants to that object. Since the Ontos ODBMS is based on C++, operations are applied to objects through statically linked calls to member functions. Although this implementation of the object's public interface supports object-oriented design and coding of the objects, the static nature of the function calls means that an object is unaware that it has been modi ed, unless additional functionality i s c o d e d i n to each public function to cause the object to react to the changes. The SORAC DBMS adds a message dispatch unit through which all messages received by a n o b j e c t m ust pass. This provides a single location from which an object can inform any relationships in which it participates of any messages which it receives.
Rather than actively monitoring all the messages received by all participant objects, an interactive object inserts listeners into the objects when they are connected as participants. A listener is created for each trigger de ned by a monitor, and contains the identi cation of the monitoring object and the name of the message which is being monitored.
After an object has executed the method speci ed by a message, the object's message dispatch c hecks the method name against all listeners. For each listener that matches the message name, a request to validate the message is sent to the object that inserted the listener. The monitoring object responds with a ag value which indicates if the message should be accepted or rejected. All listeners must agree to accept the message, to ensure that no immediate constraints have been violated. If any listener rejects the message, then the rejection ag in the message packet is set. When propagation occurs as the result of an update rule, the entire sequence of propagated messages must be approved or the initiating transaction is rejected.
The a ected object rst performs the method corresponding to the received message, and then informs any relationships in which it participates that it has acted on the message. The system then uses a two-phase commit protocol to verify that all immediate constraints resulting from the propagation of the initial message from the user interface have been resolved. If no immediate constraints have been violated, then the transaction is committed, otherwise it is aborted. (In the prototype implementation, a transaction is de ned by a single user-initiated operation.)
When an object is asked to validate a message as a result of a listener at another object, it executes all immediate enforcement rules associated with all triggered monitors. If an enforcement rule is an assertion, the assertion expression is evaluated. If it is false, then the constraint which it enforces has been violated and the enforcement rule returns reject. Update rules consist of a guard expression and the rule to be executed. If the guard expression evaluates to false, then the rule is not executed and the enforcement rule returns accept. If the guard expression evaluates to false, then the rule is executed. The enforcement rule returns accept if all messages sent b y the execution of the rule are accepted, otherwise the enforcement rule returns reject. A s w i t h methods, the execution of a reject statement b y an update rule will cause the enforcement rule to return reject.
The SDBMS uses Ontos transactions to undo the e ects of denied operations. For an enforcement r u l e t o w ork, the triggering message must be accepted by the receiving object, and the appropriate method must be executed before the monitoring object can execute the enforcement rule. If the enforcement rule requires that the operation be denied, then the e ects of that operation must be undone.
The atomic unit of a transaction is a message sent from the user interface. The monitoring activity described above is applied recursively to all messages resulting from a message sent b y the database user. If any of these messages causes a constraint violation, the entire transaction is aborted.
Conclusion
The SORAC DBMS bridges the gap between semantic data modeling and object-oriented database implementation. Giving objects active behavior, in addition to the traditional passive b e h a vior, provides a simple mechanism for the implementation of relationship based constraints. Since relationships can be supported by rst-class objects, semantic data models can be implemented on the SORAC system while retaining the uniform design space of an objectoriented database.
The SORAC system has been implemented using the ONTOS ODBMS 14]. Two separate semantic design interfaces have been constructed using the OIL data de nition language. These design interfaces demonstrate the ability o f t h e SORAC system to support both speci c applications such a s a r c hitecture 11] and general semantics 13].
Rather than supporting prede ned semantics for relationships and constraints, active objects can be used for programming arbitrary user-de ned constraints. The structure of the enforcement rules for maintaining constraints is given in 16]. The su ciency of these enforcement rules for the de nition of application speci c schema is being investigated 11, 13] .
The automatic generation of the schema from the OIL design code, and the direct correspondence between design entities and relationships and the database objects allows for a direct analysis of schema correctness. A system for the correctness analysis of SORAC s c hema is planned.
The system is a prototype, and no performance analysis has been performed on the OIL interface or resulting databases. In the test cases run, the OIL compiler operates signi cantly faster than the subsequent ONTOS compiler, and therefore does not signi cantly impact the database development process. Although the message passing and monitoring facilities add a real-time cost proportional to the number of messages sent, our current h ypothesis is that the use of the relationship construct to limit the conditions which m ust be checked for constraint enforcement will reduce the time necessary to carry out database actions and result in improved performance.
